


SAMRUN is a full logistics service provider with more than 7 years of  experience in the ever 

expanding and challenging transport and logistics industry. SAMRUN now  is affiliated companies, 

and the group is involved in all sectors of  shipping business, warehousing ,Inland and International 

Transportation (Normal/Oversize and Heavy Lift) , and Freight Forwarding by providing whole 

range of  dedicated. It has gained the trust and confidence of  all its Principals with first-class 

quality services more consistently through its associated companies. Through hard work, 

professionalism, innovations and profound care for our customers, we have built up a solid 

reputation that is now associated with reliability, precision and personal touch and have established 

ourselves as one of  the respected and renowned companies in Iran.

About Us

When there is matter of  expertise, experience and 

safety in transport of  a cargo in Iran or via Iran, 

the first name that comes forward is SAMRUN.



Handling project cargo, rig move transport, oil field equipment and chemicals from any point in

the world to any delivery job site, on-shore and off-shore, SAMRUN is prepared for any

challenge based on our customers’ requirements



All we need is a briefing from our clients, their timing schedules, list of equipment and

destinations. You can leave the rest to us.

We have 24 offices and agents in Iran which are located in south and north ports, entry

borders, oil

and gas sites and major cities. Our head office in Tehran is run by 15 experienced personnel.



Memberships:

Head quarters :

Our headquarter is located in Tehran Nelson Mandela Avenue. We have more than 240 agencies 

all over the word especially in Turkey, China, Europe and also10 branches in Iran which are 

located all entrance borders, and the main ports of  Iran such as Bandar Abbas, Asalluyeh & 

Khorramshahr ports, Bazargan border, and also at the customs of  Tehran & IKA.



The project plan we have in hand in Iran as well as in CIS countries are specialized in oil and gas 

field equipment, liquid gas, petrochemicals. warehousing facilities in the Middle East, 

consolidation facilities and forwarding by AIR, SEA and LAND. 





Mersin Cross Stuffing :

• Trucking from all Iranian city to Mersin, Turkey

• Providing offloading and loading services at the port

of Mersin (cross-stuffing)

• Carrying out all operations and customs affairs in the

port of Mersin until the container is loaded on the

vessel, Samrun representative in Turkey - Mersin is

able to provide the best and most competitive shipping

rates from major liners such as CMA CGM , Hapag

Lloyd , Maersk and MSC , which have regular services

to the ports of southern and northern Europe, North

Africa (Alexandria, Tripoli, Tunisia and Algeria).



Jebel Ali Cross Stuffing :

Samrun logistics has own office in UAE and also private depot

for doing all X-stuffing process. We can provide our own

experienced operators, who work according to Standardized

Operating Procedures agreed with the client. Using a well-

trained and experienced stuffing team leads to significant

improvements in efficiency and reliability. This ultimately

results in Shorter lead times for customers.

Warehousing :

We offer logistic solutions for all or part of the customer’s

logistics chain, including the collection of goods and storage

or delivery to final destinations. We provide dedicated and

shared warehousing and distribution operations, to every

industrial sector. Customs bonded warehousing facilities are

also available for those with special requirements.



No matter where your job site is, no matter how heavy your equipment is, we can make a 

plan for your business to save your time which translates to saving money.

You can receive regular reports directly from our computer network, update yourself  

on daily basis, and obtain the latest about your cargo from the time of  landing in Iran 

by sea, air and land.



Stay in your office and receive reports online, we are here to take care for our clients and 

their projects.

SAMRUN is an Iranian company which can offer consulting services to oil, gas and 

petrochemical companies with up-to-date knowledge about import regulations, customs 

formalities and transport charges.







Contact: 

Follow us:

samrun logistics

samrunlogistics

samrunlogistics

+9821 26290023-8

info@ Samrun.co

samrun.co


